
Brownie STEM Career Exploration Badge 
with

  

Find out how all the things you like to do, can become a job that changes the 
world. Then, do some research and create a plan to turn your dreams 

into a reality!

In earning this badge, you will discover that your hobbies can become a part of a 
future career. Through these activities, you will discover how the things you are 
interested in can be used in the field of Science, Technology, Engineering, and 

Math (STEM) and how STEM careers can help others and this planet.

STEP 1   Explore your interests by going on the Nakira’s World 
    website and looking at our characters’ card introductions. 
    See if you have the same interests and more! 
    Follow this link: 

STEP 2  In the Activity Worksheet, match the right character with  
    the description that best matches them and discover what   
    they can be in the future with these interests.

    Maybe you also want to be in one of these careers!

Click here

Worksheet

Meet Nakira and Friends!
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https://nakirasworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Nakira-World-_-STEM-Career_Matching_sheet.pdf
https://nakirasworld.com/meet-nakira-and-friends/


STEP 3  Learn about the day-to-day things with Nakira. Nakira is curious 
and loves to explore the world around her and how STEM is in everything!

Watch these 2 videos on Nakira’s World YouTube channel and see how her 
interests and day-to-day things allow her to dream what she wants 

to be in the future:

STEP 4  Brainstorm your next steps by finding out what  
    you like to do and looking up on google “What   
    career can I take if I like to ________” (for 
    example: paint, play sports, do music, build things)

Or Learn more about a STEM career by looking up any of 
the careers mentioned in the activity worksheet. Perhaps you 
want to be in any of those? 

Meet Nakira When I Grow Up
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxkG26OaZCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=epRLco6SMEk


@Nakiras World 
@Nakiras.world 
@Nakirasworld 

STEP 5 - SHARE
 Share your goals by telling us about it! Let us know what 
 your goals are based on what you have learned from Nakira’s World  
 characters and the research you’ve done based on your interests. 
 What you need to do: 

  Take a video of yourself or your troop saying
  “When I grow up, I want to be a ________ (career) like    
  _______ (name of one of our characters)” 

OR
  “My interests are  __________ and I learned that I can be a    
  __________ (your goals)” 

OR
 Answer the questions by drawing a picture or comic strip of your 
 future career!

Before having your gaurdian or troop leader upload your 
drawing or video, have them fill out the form.  

 Post the drawing or video on Instagram or 

 Facebook stories or Tiktok and tag us! 

Link to Form
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1R6M08KAYM3kytzhr0O60LXsoH5OeKYcXk5dfmBxYji4/viewform?edit_requested=true

